Awake, O Sleeper

INTRO  \( \text{\( q = \text{ca. 96} \)} \)

VERSES

1. In the darkest times of life, when our hearts become like stone, when we live without hope, you are there, you are there, you are there.

2. When our lives become like graves, rescue us, rescue us, when our hearts be troubled; don’t let your hearts be troubled.

3. In the midst of life’s decay, when our lives refuse to shine: you are there, you are there, when we live without hope, you are there, you are there, you are there.

1. to Verse 2

2. to Verse 2

1. to Verse 2

2, 3 fill

1. to Verse 2

2, 3
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A - rise!  And fol - low the light!  A - rise!

Tambourine or closed H.H.

wake!  A - rise!

Christ is call - ing your name.

D.S.

Fill  > D.S.

CODA

Christ is call - ing your name!

*Optional melody notes are in cue size.
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